Creating executable semantic mappings is an important task for ontology-based information integration. Although it is argued that mapping tools may require interaction from humans (domain experts) for best accuracy, in general, automatic ontology mapping is an AI-Complete problem. Finding matchings (correspondences) between the concepts of two ontologies is the first step towards solving this problem but matchings are normally not directly executable for data exchange or query translation. This paper presents an systematic approach to combining ontology matching, object reconciliation and multi-relational data mining to find the executable mapping rules in a highly automatic manner. Our approach starts from an iterative process to search the matchings and do object reconciliation for the ontologies with data instances. Then the result of this iterative process is used for mining frequent queries. Finally the semantic mapping rules can be generated from the frequent queries. The results show our approach is highly automatic without losing much accuracy compared with human-specified mappings.
Introduction
The emergence of the Semantic Web has emphasized the need for systems that are able to query, integrate and exploit data from multiple, disparate sources which may use different ontologies, but are about the same domain. Research involving the Semantic Web is experiencing huge gains in standardization in that OWL becomes the W3C standard for ontological definitions in web documents. However, it is extremely unreasonable to expect that ontologies used for similar domains will be few in number [5] . As the amount of data collected in the fields of Biology and Medicine grows at an amazing rate, it has become increasingly important to model and integrate the data with ontologies that are biologically meaningful and that facilitate its computational analysis. Hence, efforts such as the Gene Ontology (GO) [16] in Biology and the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [19] in Medicine are being developed and have become fundamental to researchers working in those domains. However, different labs or organizations may still use different ontologies to describe their data.
Some ontology-based information integration systems have been developed to process queries and exchange data from data resources with different ontologies.
A survey can be found in [32] . For example, the InfoSleuth [4] project provides an agent and ontology based infrastructure for information gathering and analysis in distributed environments such as the Web. In OBSERVER [23] the information sources are described by domain ontologies, and user queries are rewritten by using the inter-ontology matchings. In our own previous work, we used OntoEngine (an inference engine) and our expressive Web-PDDL ontology language to translate Semantic Web documents and answer queries [13] between ontologies. We enhanced these tools with the ability to handle relational databases in addition to Semantic Web documents in OntoGrate [11, 12] .
Ontology matching and mapping is the key step to enable ontology-based information integration. The goal of ontology matching is to generate correspondences between the concepts from different but related ontologies. In most cases, formal mapping rules with clear semantics need to be generated for information integration systems. The problem of finding matchings and mappings between information resources has been extensively studied by different research communities. To be clear, we distinguish between matching (correspondence) and mapping. Matching pairs related concepts. One matching example is "both property phone and property work at in one ontology are matched to property workphone in another." However, mapping not only pairs concepts but also formally defines the relationships between them. For example, "for all Office which has a phone number, all People who work at that office must have workphone as the same number" is a mapping between property phone, work at and workphone.
Research in discovering and representing semantic mappings is still in very preliminary stages. Indeed, the ideal choice of the mapping language, one carefully balancing expressivity with scalability, is an open question. Current mapping languages, such as Datalog, F-Logic, DLR, KIF or LOOM, are more or less subsets of first order logic [31] . In this paper, we mainly use general first order logic syntax to represent mapping rules, such as the above mapping we mentioned:
Our OntoEngine takes these kinds of rules in Web-PDDL 1 for information integration. The rules also can be represented as Datalog, SWRL [1] or other logic languages which some tools can process. Therefore, we call them executable mappings. It is similar as that Clio [24, 17] calls operational mappings for database schemas.
In general, automatic ontology mapping is an AI-Complete problem. Many challenges remain. For example, although it is argued that mapping tools may require interaction from domain experts for best accuracy [29] , it is not clear what kind of interaction between the system and domain experts should be supported. In this paper, we propose to combine ontology matching, object reconciliation and multi-relational data mining to find the executable mapping rules as automatically as possible. Our approach starts from an iterative process to search the matchings and do object reconciliation for the ontologies with data instances. Then the result of this iterative process could be used for mining frequent queries. Finally the semantic mapping rules can be generated from the frequent queries. The results show our approach is highly automatic without losing much accuracy compared with human-specified mappings.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first give some background and related work in Section 2. Then we demonstrate our general framework for ontology mapping in Section 3. We elaborate our iterative approach for ontology matching and object reconciliation in Section 4. In Section 5, we show our extension to a well-known multi-relational data mining tool (i.e., FARMER [25] ) for supporting mapping rules discovery. We show some promising results by case studies with real ontologies in Section 6. We conclude the paper and discuss the future directions in Section 7.
Related Work
In this section we first give background and more detail of some existing schema or ontology matching and mapping systems. We also introduce an object reconciliation system and several Multi-Relational Data Mining systems.
Not surprisingly, the database community was one of the first to invest considerable effort in developing systems that match different database schemas (see [29] for a survey). Most schema matching systems, such as LSD [8] , CU-PID [20] , iMap [7] and COMA [14] , focus on retrieving correspondences between attributes using a variety of similarity or correlation heuristics. Similarly, research in knowledge engineering and the Semantic Web has resulted in tools for ontology matching that are absolutely critical in ontology-based information integration. These tools also show promising applications in the database arena (see [26] for a survey). Chimaera [22] , Protégé [27] , GLUE [9] and MAFRA [21] are some examples of such systems. GLUE [9] employs machine learning and exploits data instances to find matchings between concepts. It uses domain knowledge and domain-independent constraints to increase matching accuracy. Chimaera [22] provides a ontology editor to allow user to merge ontologies. It suggests potential matchings based on the names of properties but needs users to verify them. The disadvantage of this system is that it leaves what to do entirely to users. Protégé [27] gives initial ontology alignments by plugging in one of existing matching algorithms and focuses on guiding users to refine alignments. This system updates its suggestions based on the input of user and gives new alignments to user. MAFRA [21] is an interactive, incremental and dynamic framework, which builds a semantic bridging ontology for distributed ontologies. These semantic bridges specify how to translate entities from source ontology to target ontology. BMO [18] can generate block matchings using a hierarchical bipartition algorithm. This system builds a virtual document for each ontology and compares each pair of concepts with the information in the virtual document. This algorithm is efficient but it does not figure out how two blocks are matched, however these matching blocks still can be very helpful for finding mappings.
Clio [24, 17] is a schema mapping system that can generate operational (i.e., executable) mappings in different formats such as SQL and XQuery for database integration. This system uses semantic information to find matchings first and allows the user to modify them or add new matchings. Then it produces mapping rules based on matchings. It is semi-automatic since it needs human interactions. The research by An, Borgida and Mylopoulos [3, 2] provides very interesting methods to construct complex mapping rules between relational tables or XML data and ontologies when given an initial set of correspondences between the concepts in the schemas and ontologies. They offer the mapping formalisms to capture the semantics of XML or relational schemas by constructing the semantic trees from them. Their generated rules will be useful to domain experts for further refinement, as well as to applications. Our approach is to combine ontology matching, object reconciliation and multi-relational data mining to find executable mapping rules in a highly automatic manner.
The object reconciliation problem is studied for determining whether two different objects of data sets refer to the same real-world entity. Xing Dong et al [10] propose to reconcile the object references in three steps. The first step is constructing the dependency graph, which describes the relationships between object pairs. One object pair (i.e., a reconciliation decision) needs to be decided as reconciled or not. The next step is an iteratively re-computing process, which computes the similarity scores of reconciliation decisions. Since the similarity score of one reconciliation decision can both affect and be affected by the similarity score of its neighbors, the algorithm sets a fixed point to stop the process. Finally, transitive closure is computed for the final reconciliation results.
Multi-relational mining techniques are already applied in many research areas such as subgraph mining. FOIL [28] is a first-order learning system which can generate Horn rules for target predicates by examining both positive and negative examples. WARMER [6] is designed for frequent pattern mining in relational databases. This system is built on the foundations of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) and does not need negative examples. FARMER [25] is also a frequent pattern mining system, it takes object identity as the starting point and introduces several optimizations, and thus it has better performance than WARMER. In this paper, we will borrow some ideas from FARMER for generating ontology mapping rules. We will give more detail of our algorithm in Section 5.
Framework
In this section, we first introduce our general framework for mapping discovery, then we illustrate our idea with some simple examples. Given a source ontology and a target ontology which model the same domain, ontology matching can find that some of their concepts (e.g., classes and properties in OWL ontologies) are matched to each other. Object reconciliation can find that some instances from both ontologies represent the same real world entities. Our final goal is to generate executable mapping rules based on that information. Figure 1 shows the architecture of our system. There are five main components. combines close related 1-1 property matching pairs, class matching pairs and their instances together as a group. For every group, GG generates a set of input data for multi relation data mining system. 4. Multi-Relation Data Mining System (MRDMS): We borrow some ideas of FARMER system to mine frequent queries. This system requires certain input format and it can find interesting frequent queries. Since every group generated by GG is comparably small, the search space is not a concern.
System Architecture
5. Rules Refiner (RR): Generating executable mapping rules from frequent queries is a natural extension. However, it is not suitable to set a fixed threshold for support and confidence. The threshold can be different for different cases. RR will filter out the rules which are distinctly incorrect and keep the rest.
Approach Overview with a Simple Example
We give the overview of our approach with a simple mapping example based on the People Ontology 2 from UMD and the Person & Employee Ontology 3 from CMU. And we also use these two ontologies to illustrate our system in the following sections. The first step of our approach is to find corresponding classes and properties. Currently we use a string matching algorithm [30] to get 1-1 matchings. For example, two properties name(P erson, String) (from the People Ontology) and name person(P erson, String) (from the Person& Employee Ontology) have similar names and are considered matched. Before finding (mining) the semantic mapping of these two concepts, there is one problem that must be solved. Instances from different ontologies may represent the same object but have different names. For example, both of the instance "person001" described by the People Ontology and the instance "p001" described by the Person& Employee Ontology may actually refer the same person (e.g., Han Qin). Therefore we have to reconcile them by renaming "p001" to "person001" or vice-versa. This is actually an object reconciliation problem. Giving the matchings we can use some mature object reconciliation algorithm to reconcile the instances. The reconciliation result can help find new matchings. Therefore this is an iterative process between ontology matching and object reconciliation.
In the next step, we generate matching groups of classes and properties. Then we generate the input for the data multi-relational data mining (MRDM) system. Finally MRDM system will mine the frequent queries based on the input data. A query is a logical expression of the form ? − P 1 , ..., P n , which contains an atom key used for counting. For one query if the number of answers of atom key exceeds the threshold, we call this query as frequent query. For this example, one frequent query could be:
?-@UMD:Person(x), @UMD:name(x,y), @CMU:name person(x,y)
where P erson is the atom key and we use "@UMD:" and "@CMU:" to represent prefixes of the People and Person& Employee ontologies respectively. Since we are interested in the frequent queries related to name and name person, we will derive one rule from this frequent query:
∀x, y @UMD:P erson(x)∧@UMD:name(x, y) → @CMU:P erson(x) ∧ @CMU:name person(x, y)

Matching and Object Reconciliation
In this section, we introduce an iterative process between the Matching Generator and Object Reconciliation Processor. We still use some examples based on the People and Person&Employee ontologies to help demonstrate how this process works.
Basic Name Matching
We begin from finding class matching pairs and property matching pairs based on their names. We make use of "Iterative SubString Matching Algorithm" [30] to calculate the similarity of names of each pair. We basically examine every pair of classes and properties from both ontologies. For example, if N is the number of classes in the source ontology and M is the number of classes in the target ontology, there are N * M potential class matching pairs. For each pair we can get a similarity score and we also set a threshold for name similarity to get class matching pairs. Similarly we find some property matching pairs. Other existing matching approaches (e.g., synonym-based approaches by using Wordnet [15] ) can also be used in this step to help find more matchings.
Datatype Property Matching
There are some property matching pairs which can strengthen our confidence about potential class matching pairs. For example, one kind of OWL properties is datatype properties and the range is a data type, such as string and number. Datatype property matching pairs can support our system to match a class pair with higher confidence. We can use the types of property arguments to find them. Given the datatype property pair p(X, Y ) and q(U, V ), where X and U are classes and Y and V are data types, if there is a class matching pair X U and Y is the same data type as V , we consider p(X, Y ) q(U, V ) as one potential datatype property matching related to the class matching pair X U . Not only the name similarity of p and q is needed to make more confidence of X U, but also the data value similarity of p and q. One potential datatype property matching will be verified by data value similarity which will be further discussed in Section 4.3. An example is that @UMD:name(P erson, String) @CMU:name person(P erson, String) is one potential datatype property matching based on class matching pair @UMD:P erson @CMU:P erson. The higher the similarity of datatype property matching pairs are, the more confidence this class matching pair has. Support of class matching pair is calculated according to the following equation:
Datatype property pair similarity is the sum of name similarity and data similarity, which will be further discussed in Section 4.3.
Another problem we should cope with is that two classes may have totally unrelated names, but they represent the same concept. One clue to handle this case is actually from datatype property matchings. If several property matching pairs indicate that class X and class U should be a pair, we can assume X U is one class matching pair and add those property matching pairs as its datatype property matchings.
Data Similarity of Datatype Property Pairs
Having a similar name does not necessarily mean that two properties definitely represent the similar concept. Therefore, calculating data similarity of property matching pairs is necessary. Note that data similarity is based on the assumption that the data instances of two ontologies overlap at a relatively high level, otherwise we can not benefit from data level examination. The data similarity can help verify both property matching pairs and those class matching pairs that they are related to. For an existing property matching pair p(X, Y ) q(U, V ), we can calculate the data similarity of p and q by using the following formula:
where |same pairs(Y, V )| is the number of the instance pairs which have the same integer value or very similar string value,
and |p(X, Y )| and |q(U, V )| stand for the number of instances of property p(X, Y ) and q(U, V ).
Then we can calculate the total similarity of each class matching pair. For one class matching pair X U , the similarity is the sum of name similarity and its support. If both clues show that this matching pair is not correct, we remove it from the class matching pair list.
Object Reconciliation
After we get the selected class matching pairs, we adopt an object reconciliation algorithm developed by Dong, Halevy and Madhavan in [10] to reconcile the instances of classes from two ontologies. The original algorithm considers the relationship of matching pairs and determines whether two data objects in different databases represent the same real-world entity. We successfully use the idea in our ontology mapping examples.
We do not want to repeat the detail algorithm since it can be found in the paper [10] . In a summary, for all the possible instance pairs, we can draw a similarity graph and calculate the similarity between them. The formula we use is a simple aggregation of the similarity of datatype matching pairs. For example, Figure 2 shows one positive example and one negative example for People and Person&Employee ontology mapping. Node (person001, p001) has a high similarity and is considered as reconciled. Node (person002, p003) has a comparably low similarity and is considered as not reconciled. 
Object Property Matching
In OWL, object properties represent the relationships between two classes, such as the property alumnus(Organization, P erson) from the UMD People ontology. Similar to datatype property matching pairs, the object property matching pairs may have similar property name or not. However, it is harder to find object property matchings because their data instances can not help before object reconciliation process is performed. Therefore, only after we reconcile some data instances we can calculate the data similarity of object property matching pairs. Note that this kind of matching pairs have two ways to match: given p(X, Y ) q(U, V ), the first matching is X U, Y V while the other is X V, Y U . When we calculate the data similarity of object property matchings, whether it is cross matched should be labeled. Similar to data property matching pairs, we give the following formula:
After Object Reconciliation Processor executes in each iteration, the Matching Generator tries to create new object property matching pairs based on the object reconciliation results. Figure 3 shows an example of this iterative process: after the first time Object Reconciliation Processor executed based on @UMD:P erson @CMU:P erson, the system found that "person001" is the same entity as "p001". Given this result, Matching Generator will find a new object property matching pair @UMD:alumnus (Organization, P erson) @CMU:has employes(Organization, P erson), since there exists two class matching pairs @UMD:Organization @CMU:Organization and @UMD:P e− rson @CMU:P erson and the data similarity of this property matching pair also shows these two properties should be matched. This new property matching pair will be returned to the system to suggest reconcile more data instances related to @UMD:Organization @CMU:Organization, such as "uo cs" and "CS dept". This reconciliation result may help Matching Generator to find more object property matching pairs related to @UMD:Organization and @CMU:Organization. The process will be end if no new object property matchings can be found. At the end we have the complete graph of class matching pairs and property matching pairs as shown in Figure 4 . 
Semantic Mapping Rule Mining
Based on the matching and object reconciliation results, we first generate group matchings and then use data mining techniques to discover final mapping rules.
Matching Groups
In this step, we tackle the problem of reducing the search space of the MRDM systems by generating groups based on 1-1 matchings. Note that if @source:Y @target:V is a pair of string or number, we do not have to really put them in. This rule can cover most of the 1-1 property matching pairs, especially datatype property matching pairs. 
Generating Mapping Rules
The first step of this part is to discover frequent queries. The algorithm should take a set of predicates and data instances as input, build the search space and finally output a set of queries with high support. We consider classes and properties of ontology as unary or binary predicates. FARMER [25] system can be used for this goal. However, FARMER requires users to specify the input/output type of each argument of the predicates. To make the whole process as automatically as possible we borrow some ideas of FARMER but create a new algorithm (see Algorithm 2) instead in our implementation.
Algorithm 2. Generating frequent queries
Input: A matching group G. Data instances of all the predicates in G.
Output: Frequent queries with their support.
Create the first query with the key class matching pair of G.
while Not all predicates of the source ontology is added to the first query. do Suppose the type of last argument of the first query is T. Then find predicate P (in the source ontology) which has first argument type T. Add P to the end of the first query. end while Calculate the support of the first query. Create the second query as a copy of the first query. while Not all predicates of the target ontology is added to the second query. do Suppose the type of last argument of the second query is V. Then find predicate Q (in the target ontology) which has first argument type V. Add Q to the end of the second query. This process is similar to a typical multi-relational data mining process. The main difference is that the information of each matching group helps to reduce the search space of query searching. We consider rules with extremely low support and confidence as distinctly incorrect. Thus we set a very low threshold and keep the rest rules.
Case Study
People vs. Person and Employee Ontology
The first case we test is the complete UMD People Ontology and CMU Person & Employee Ontology mapping example. The partial examples we give in previous sections are from this case. Figure 6 shows part of two ontologies and some human labeled matchings. Dotted lines refer to property matchings and dashed lines refer to class matchings. The Matching Generator and Object Reconciliation Processor gives three class matching pairs and 21 property matching pairs. For some matching pairs, we cannot find any complete group. Group Generator actually outputs 17 matching groups. Finally, our system generates 8 rules. With human observation, we can get 9 rules manually. Therefore, the performance of our system in this case is satisfying as 8 out of 9. We can represent the mapping rules in first order logic syntax, such as: 
Online Sale Databases
Our approach can also be applied to databases. Our previous research [11, 12] demonstrates a way to convert database schemas to ontologies. In this case, we consider two database schemas: Stores7 from IBM Informix4 4 and Northwind from Microsoft. Both of them are from online sales domain and have related concepts, such as Customer, Order and etc. Figure 7 shows the schemas of two databases. We have used these two databases to test our OntoGrate system but we used human-specified mappings in [11, 12] .
Humans can find 18 rules for these two database schemas. And our system discovers 4 class matching pairs and 201 property matching pairs. Then finally 16 rules are obtained by our system. Two rules of our output are incorrect. The reason of incorrectness is also that the MRDM system does not introduce functions, same as the address matching group problem addressed in section 6.1.
Conclusion and Future Work
We present a highly automatic approach which combines ontology matching, object reconciliation and multi-relational data mining to discover the executable mapping rules between given source and target ontologies from same domain. Our main novel contributions are:
1. We propose an iterative process: basic matchings can be used to guide object reconciliation and the result of object reconciliation can guide to find new matchings. This process also help verify existing matchings.
2. We propose a way to combine matching pairs to form matching groups, which is used to generate queries and mapping rules.
3. We use a data mining approach to find frequent queries and then convert them to mapping rules. We use group matchings to reduce the search space.
Our approach relies on both data instances and ontologies, and thus a constraint is that we must need ontologies with related data instances. Our system cannot guarantee 100% accurately generated rules. If users need 100% perfect results, human effort is surely needed. There are still a lot of interesting problems we cannot solve yet. The first problem we are going to solve is to discover mappings with new functions, such as ∀x, y, zP erson(x) ∧ city address(x, y) ∧ street address(x, z) → address(x, concatenate(y, z)). Then we will consider how to automatically evaluate an ontology mapping system without human-specified results and how to manage the mapping rules in the scenario that ontologies or database schemas keep changing.
